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1.Introduction and Background research
1.1.Introduction
Autonomous driving has become a hot topic in recent years partly due to advances in computer
power allowing for better machine learning algorithms. Leading to achievements such as Stanley[1]
a fully autonomous vehicle (AV) that won in 2005 the DARPA grand challenge in the desert. The
next big challenge is urban AV’s. Currently on the road we have semiautonomous vehicles such as
Tesla autopilot[2] for use in motorways. However fully autonomous vehicles for city driving are still
in the concept/prototype stage. That being said many companies such as Ford, Toyota, Nissan and
Google [3],[4],[5],[6] to name a few are working on such projects. Moreover it’s not just big
companies fuelling in the research AV’s countries and multicounty organisations are investing to
such as UK government[7] and Eureka [8] which put €749,000,000 into the Prometheus project[9]
for research in AV’s.
So it is clear that with all this interest and money being focused on AV’s people must see a benefit.
So what potential issues could be solved and benefits that could arise from AV’s which could
contribute to society?
Potential benefits: The biggest benefit from car companies would be increased sales given they
would be able to sell vehicles to people who do not drive, is why it is no surprise that car companies
are investing a substantial amount of money into AV’s. However it is not just car companies who
can benefit, as there is need to address issues for personal mobility and congestion in cities [10],
as people with visual or physical disability may find public transport difficult. So having a system that
is able to directly take you from A to B without any intermediate steps in between such as bus stops,
is convenient and can empower people to do things that they would otherwise not be able to do.
Which brings us on to the next big advantage convenience. People on the whole tend to take the
least path of resistance, and the convenience of an AV could deliver just that. Hate having to deal
with stop start traffic in rush-hour, or not been able to have alcoholic drink on a night out, or leaving
the taxi to take you home then needing to return the following day to pick up your car. With an AV
just get in, input the destination and your vehicle does the rest for you.
Potential issues: However there could also be some big downsides such as the potential to
exacerbate many countries problem with congested roads. As most households own one or more
vehicles due to the convenience it brings and the increased affordability over the years. This can be
seen looking at the statistics worldwide over the last decade[11] where car sales have been steadily
increasing, this is mirrored in the United Kingdom where cars and goods vehicles on the road have
increased, well at the same time buses and coaches have declined [12] leading to increased
congestion. Some councils have tried to address with methods such as restricting vehicles in some
cities and introducing congestion charges[13], which may negate the issue to an small extent
however congestion is still a major issue.
Liability issue: in human driven cars the driver is responsible for any legal ramifications resulting
from a collision however with AV removing the driver who is responsible?
In the UK the Vehicle Technology and Aviation Bill (HC Bill 143) [14] addresses many of the legal
problems with who is responsibility for accidents of autonomous vehicles. This bill states that for
vehicles that have been approved and listed as autonomous vehicles by the UK government, that
the liabilities rest on the insurance companies. Obviously the vehicle needs to be insured at the time
of the accident, or the owner of the vehicle is responsible. The owner would also be responsible in
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cases where the vehicles operating system had been modified, or if the owner failed to install
important updates required by the insurer. It is likely that other countries will follow suit with similar
policies. However if different countries create different regulations, this could cause an issue with
moving AV’s between countries.
Cost implications: Money the great obstacle for most people, businesses and governments alike.
This will of course change over time as technologies become more widespread and cheaper to
produce, but for now technology such as lidar[15] which many developers are using in tandem with
other sensors are expensive so the initial cost of these vehicles will be high, as the price of some
sensors such as lidar can be more expensive than the cost of an average car. Not to mention
research and development costs are passed on.
Issues and benefit conclusion: It is clear from now that given the interest and investment for AV’s
that the consensus is that the benefits outweigh the potential issues, as well as the possibility of
autonomous vehicles to address various issues such as. The want for ease and convenience of
transport, allowing people who either cannot drive or do not wish to drive away to travel. As well as
the possibility for increased car sharing to reducing congestion, as instead of having your own car
would book an AV for an allotted time, after which it would go to somebody else effectively giving
you a cheap autonomous taxi/rental system. Or if you still wanted to own your own car. You could
have a scenario where after your car drops you off at work it could then travel to pick up your
shopping you ordered online saving you a trip at time when the roads are less congested, saving
you a trip and congestion as a whole. Obviously this would be a big change most likely requiring
governments help by incentivising people to move over to the new systems via programs such as
old car scrappage schemes, subsidisation and any necessary changes to infrastructure. As well as
change from businesses such as in the case of the picking up online shopping scenario away for
the AV’s pickup the shopping securely. However like AV’s themselves the issues, benefits and social
change will evolve over time as a technology involves opening up new possibilities.
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1.2. Literature review
So what do we need to do to make these magical vehicles of the future? As expected there is not
just one approach, and far too many to be covered in a paper of this size, however as many of these
are based on the same basic principles this paper will endeavour to overview and discussed some
of the current state-of-the-art approaches.
As humans our brains are exceptionally good at detecting objects especially moving objects,
regardless of scale, partial occlusion and orientation, and determining what an object is, what it may
potentially do, so much so that we often see patterns and likenesses in everyday scenes such as
looking at clouds, this is why we are more likely to see false positives than false negatives, as it is
far better to think you’ve seen a dangerous situation such as a hungry lion, than not to spot it until it
starts to eat your leg. We acquire this knowledge through genetic memory (inherited knowledge
passed on through our genes), as well as a lifetime of experiences. However for machines we need
to train this knowledge. This brings us to machine learning.
Machine learning: machine learning is a scientific process of teaching a machine to perform a
specific task without explicitly programming how it makes all the decisions. The way it makes
decisions is to learn patterns from training data.
There are various approaches to machine learning supervise learning approaches such as SVN,
decision trees, naive bays, neural networks and deep learning to name a few, where training data
is labelled given the machine examples of desired input and output, and unsupervised learning such
as K means clustering, hidden Markov models and hierarchical clustering where the data is not
labelled and model needs to look for patterns within the data.
Machine learning approaches have many applications such as autonomous driving, surveillance,
augmented reality and medical imaging. The approaches and applications previously mentioned
barely begin to scratch the surface of the types and possibilities of machine learning, and are far too
many to talk about in this paper. So I will only focus on a general overview of the most relevant
approaches for this project, as explaining all of them in detail is a project in itself.
One of the main things to take away from machine learning is that there is almost as many
approaches as there are problems, as due to the variation and complexity of problems that machine
learning used to address there is not one magical approach that works for all. Hence different
approaches are often tried and developed depending on specific a problem at hand as well as other
aspects such as evolution of technology such as more powerful hardware.
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Artificial neural networks(ANN)
Artificial neural networks basic structure
is similar to the neural network in our
brain neurons and synaptic pathways
hence the name. A neural network is
composed of layers of interconnecting
neurons aka nodes(the circles in
figure_1) which holds a number between
0 and 1 which corresponds to a data
elements could be audio or image
segment, the node layers are comprised
of an input layer (which contains basic
information such as the light intensity
value a single pixel), outputs layer of
nodes(which
contains
a
score
corresponding to the confidence the
model has that the input belongs to a
particular class), and one or more hidden
layers this tended to be limited to 2
Figure_1 [16]
hidden layers due to diminishing returns
of the amount of processing power required to train a model compared to the increase accuracy
gained (which contains groupings of elements from the previous layer) which are interconnected.
Each connection has a specific weight and bias, initially each connection will be assigned a weight
even randomly or based on prior knowledge. During an iterative process of training the weight are
adjusted to try and achieve the desired outcome that the network which is able to associate the
correct input values to the correct output values.
Deep learning and deep neural networks (DNN): DNNs are an expansion upon ANNs to address
more complicated patterns. This is achieved by increasing the amount of hidden layers and/or
neurons. An example of this could be where the first layer could identify pixel intensity, the second
layer could identify lines, edges and simple shapes, the third layer could identify more complex
shapes and so on, each layer identifying more complex patterns, and going deeper depending on
the complexity of the task, and is where the term deep learning and deep neural nets gets its name
from as a neural network with more than three layers is considered to be deep. As previously
mentioned this had the drawback of diminishing returns when training. However the recent
developments of graphics processing units(GPUs) compared to their central processing
units(CPU’s) counterparts[16], as well as new methods in 2006 from LeCun, Bengio & Hinton[17]
Which has led to a resurgence in DNN’s and has open up more possibility to tackle more
complicated problems.
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Convolutional neural networks (CNN)

Figure_2 [18]

Convolutional neural networks are also an expansion upon ANN’s and follow the same basic
structure whereby you have an input layer, outputs layer and one or more hidden layers in between
which are known as convolutional layers which is where the important difference resides. However
as with ANNs and DNNs increasing the amount of layers (increasing the depth of the network) will
give you a deep convolutional neural network, which allows more complicated patterns to be learnt
at the cost of additional training time.
These convolutional layers differ from the hidden layers of an ANN in that every neuron is not
connected to every other neuron which reduces the overall computational time making it easier to
train, however like a ANN some layers be fully connected, which are the classification layer Figure_3

Figure_3 [19]
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Convolution layers are basically a number of filters that are used to detect features Figure_4 shows
a filter that is being use to detected a specific curve feature.

Figure_4 [20]

These filters scan across the whole image calculating the dotmatrix of the filter with section of the
image that the filter is on and that value is passed on to the next layer Figure_5

Figure_5 [20]

There are layers in between the convolution layers known as pool layers which help to reduce the
computational complexity by dividing the matrix into smaller blocks, then only taking the maximum
value within that block which creates a denser version of that matrix only including its most important
features which is passed on to the next convolution layer.
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Because the structure of a CNN is not fully connected throughout the entire CNN and uses functions
such as pooling it provides models to be produced with a good level of complexity (depths of the
network) without all of the computational cost plain DNN will when time or hardware is the factor.

Single shot detector (SSD)
An single shot detector figure_6 is a detector which is optimised for speed allowing for detection of
objects with different scales to be detected and scored in a single pass this makes it very useful for
real-time systems. SSD’s are based on a VGG-16 base network which I’m not going to go into, but
the main thing to take away from this is that it is not fully connected between layers this makes
SSD’s are considerably faster than CNN’s but at the expense of accuracy.

Figure_6[21]

Now we have briefly looked at some of the architectures used for object detection and classification
it is important to define these terms and what methods we are going to use to test them.

Object detection and object classification: In basic terms an object detector locates and records
regions of interest (RoI) this is normally done by, save the X and Y coordinates around the RoI
starting from the top left of an RoI (X-Min,Y-Min) to the bottom right(X-Max,Y-Max) which when
plotted on an image gives you a bounding box (picture_1), and a classifier which identifying a RoI,
and assigning it to a certain category aka labels e.g. person or car.
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Picture_1 shows two objects that have been
detected denoted by the bounding boxes around
them, and classified as two distinct classes car and
cyclist.

Picture_1
Pre-processing: In order to create an architecture capable of detecting and classifying objects/RoI
within images/videos, a number of images need to be annotated by marking objects with bounding
boxes and assigning appropriate class label(s). These annotated images are known as ground
truths. These ground truth are used to train and test the architecture. Subsequently this means that
you are able to compare the test results with the ground truths to see how accurate the architecture
was, without needing to manually inspect the images.
Training: Training an architecture can vary considerably depending on the model that is based
upon. However testing is far more standardised.
Testing: testing detections done by comparing the ground truth bounding box with the one predicted
by the architecture this is done by the Intersection over union (IoU) Figure_7. Which is the area of
overlap(The area in both bounding boxes) divided by Area of union(total area of both bounding
boxes) see picture_2 if the IoU is above a certain set threshold value say 50% the detections are
said to true under that threshold false. Detecting if the classification is correct is done by simply
comparing the predictive label with the ground truth label to see if they match, for instance picture
to both ground truth and predicted labels are both car so the ROI has been correctly classified.

Picture_2

Figure_7 [22]
[22]

After determining which objects have been successfully classified, this data needs to be analysed
to determine how successful the model was. There are a few ways of doing this but two of the main
ones are error and average precision (AP). Error is simply the total number of misclassified objects
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divided over the total amount of objects. However in cases where object classes do not occur as
often as others. For instance picture_1 we have an equal number of cyclists and cars, if both objects
were classified as cars you would have a 50% success/error. Applying the same two classes to a
motorway situation where you might have 99 cars and one cyclist again if the model labelled them
all as cars you would get a 1% error which looks great as you have 99% accuracy rating however
there is no indication if this model could detect cyclists at all, which could lead to a situation where
the following week the same motorway was closed for a biking event and all the cyclist were labelled
as cars given error of 100%. These issues can be addressed with average precision.
Average precision(AP): average precision doesn’t just focus on percentage of misclassified
classes to work out how successful the model is it calculates the percentage of correct positive
predictions, which measures the accuracy of predictions and is known as precision, and how is at
finding all the positive classifications known as recall. Which are detailed below.

TP = true positive (the number of times a true value prediction
is equal to an actual true value/ground truth)
FP = false positive(the number of times the predicted value
is incorrectly predicted as positive when its true value is
negative)
FN = false negative (the number of times the predicted value
is incorrectly predicted as negative when its true value is
positive)
TN = true negative (the number of times a false value
prediction is equal to an actual false value/ground truth)

Figure_8[23]

The average precision(AP) is created by plotting the precision against recall, interpolating results,
creating a precision recall curve, and the average precision the area under the curve. As shown in
Figure_9 this is used in frame level detection.
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Figure_9[23]
However when dealing with events and actions which happen over a number of instances you need
tubes.
Tubes: tubes are a sequential series of bounding boxes over a number of images of the same
detection. These provide a greater wealth of information as being able to associate bounding boxes
together allows detected objects to be tracked over time, allowing for greater prediction. As tubes
exist over a number of frames and average precision is only calculated that frame level we need to
take the mean of all the AP’s of all the frames in question is known as the average precision(mAP)
A mAP value @#.## Indicates the IoU needed for positive detection usually 50% e.g. mAP@0.50

Action tubes: action tubes are essentially the same as tubes however the main focus is to classify
an action rather than an object. Note these are not mutually exclusive as action tubes will often have
object information included.
Hence given all of these possibilities it is not surprising that lots of people are working towards the
creation of AV. So what the aims and potential applications for this project that could contribute to
this research?

1.3.Aims and objectives








Research current state-of-the-art methods for event detection and look into similar datasets.
Research and test tools for creating a dataset
Research and define the parameters needed for creation of new dataset to be used action
detection in an Autonomous driving context, ensuring that all elements are defined to the
extent that others would be able to continue this research without introducing errors due to
misunderstanding of terms.
Produce a dataset, by annotating the newly released Oxford RobotCar dataset, to be used
action detection in an Autonomous driving context.
Assess the performance of the action detection approaches developed within the Visual AI
group.
Implement and test a new deep learning architecture for the detection of complex road
activities.

1.4.Practical application
The work undertaken here will have many practical applications within the field of research within
autonomous driving, in relation to predicting the actions of common road events. Which could help
in the training and testing of semi/fully autonomous vehicles or as a stepping stone for future
research. A major benefit would be if accurate prediction could be performed just using cameras
as using this project, which would reduce the need for expensive components such as lidar making
the price of AV’s more affordable. Furthermore using an architecture trained using this action based
dataset could be adapted to work with other action based tasks such areas as medical, security and
entertainment.
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1.5. Consideration and justification of chosen tools and technologies – annotation
As the vast majority of annotation tools are designed for simple object recognition. It is hard to find
a ready-made fully functioning tool that satisfies all the criteria without compromise. To this end
several programs were researched and tested resulting in two possibilities.
The first was Matlab using the autonomous driving toolbox.[24]

Picture_3
As expected with a commercial off-the-shelf package it is feature rich and has been thoroughly
tested. The two main features are the ability to use automated functions to track objects over a
sequence of frames, which allows for faster annotation. The other main feature is the ability to zoom
on an object allowing for a more accurate bounding box to be created no matter the size of the
screen you are using.
There were however a couple of minor drawbacks and three major drawbacks. The minor drawbacks
were that the table the data was outputted to was read-only making it trickier to modify the raw data,
and the coordinate system was not in the standard y-min,xmin,y-max,xmax format. That being said
I wrote a couple of scripts that fix both of those issues.
The major issue was the fact that tube were not automatically generated and that you would have
to create them manually, create a program that could automatically generate tubes, or find a
program that somebody else has already created. As after checking with MathWorks, and searching
for any third-party software for tube generation were unsuccessful, only the remaining two options
of manually creating tubes or creating bespoke programme were left which are both fairly timeconsuming.
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Cost was the second major drawback as although I that knew University had 10 licences for the
toolbox I didn’t realise that they were only teaching licenses and therefore could only be installed on
teaching machines, which have significantly less graphics processing power than the lab machines,
resulting in performance issues which became more apparent as the dataset increased.
The third major issue was the lack of support from multi-labelling, this too I could fix with scripts
however this resulted in massive performance issues as due to the licensing problem as none of
the computers that had the licences had a powerful enough GPU to be able to deal with the extra
work required to fix the labelling issue, and the computer that had powerful enough GPU’s didn’t
have the licence. Therefore the Matlab approach was considered as a Plan B.

The second program possibility that were selected which became plan A was Microsoft Visual Object
Tagging Tool (VoTT)[25]

Picture_4
This program is open source and therefore does not have problems with licence costs and
availability that Matlab does. However this does come at a cost as without the resources of a big
company development is much slower, as such it is less polished than Matlab and has more bugs,
making VoTT more of a product in beta than a fully released product.
Even with the drawbacks of VoTT the advantages of cost, automatic tube generation, and ease from
multi-labelling, it made sense to investigate this further.
However like Matlab there were minor and major issues with VoTT. The minor issue were because
of the lack of a zoom function annotating on a screen any smaller than 24” resulted in less accurate
bounding boxes. Annotation was tried on varying screen sizes from 19” to 42” screens. Ideally with
VoTT bigger is better however 27”is more than sufficient for accurate annotation. The second minor
issue is that the bounding box tracking function is very resource intensive and unreliable, hence the
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copy from previous frame option is best for automatically creating tubes. However as this does not
track the objects every frame you have to manually move and resize the bounding boxes.
The major issues were in the current release version and previous versions of VoTT.
The current release version 1.5 worked reasonably well however the object tracking function was
very resource intensive, and was not very accurate, and the copy from previous frame option would
shift to the right every frame which could lead to the issue of a bounding box spawning outside of
the monitor which would result in needing to clear all the bounding boxes on that frame resulting in
all the tubes being broken at that point. This was clearly not a viable solution therefore version 1.09,
1.08, 1.07 and 1.06 were tested. These did not have the shifting bounding box copying issue,
however this version also had a major bug in that when using multiple labels, when you got to a
point where for instance an action or location had changed and you made the change on that frame,
instead of changing that attribute for that frame and all subsequent frames, it would also override all
of the previous frames. This could be fixed by closing the program down and reopen it every time
there was a change however this was very time-consuming.
Luckily the current development version which doesn’t have a version number as yet doesn’t have
either of these issues. The only issue it does have is that it doesn’t copy the bounding boxes
automatically each frame, resulting in you needing to use a keyboard command to paste the
previous bounding boxes which is a minor inconvenience compared to fixing the other issues found
in the previous versions of VoTT, or needing to manually create tubes in Matlab. Hence this version
was chosen for the annotation process.
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1.6.Consideration and justification of chosen tools and technologies - architecture
The detection of road-based events expressly in heavily populated urban areas poses a significant
challenge, for detection algorithms. This is because an autonomous car is a safety critical system,
and as such needs to be accurate, reliable and performs in real-time. However currently many of
the state-of-the-art action detection algorithms are off-line and require multiple passes in order to
make detection such as [26] however obviously these detectors are not suitable for real-time
systems, as detecting a possible collision five minutes after you collided with the object is less
than useful. Therefore real-time detectors are needed a number detectors have been reviewed
[27],[28],[29],[30]. These papers experiment with different types of deep learning architecture,
such as a 3-D capsule network[27], Single Shot Multi-Box Detector(SSD) with a Convolutional
Neural Networks(CNN)[29], three-dimensional region proposal network(3D-RPN)[28]. All the
methods allow the detection of multiple concurrent actions in real-time have which would make
them suitable for this project, but given the time constraints of the project not all can be used.
Therefore the “Online Real-time Multiple Spatiotemporal Action Localisation and Prediction”[29]
was selected due to the fact that the code is publicly available[31] and only requires open source
software to run such as pytorch[32],[33], CUDA and the LINUX operating system. Furthermore the
creator of said code is still employed in the AI lab within Oxford Brookes so could be contacted if
help is needed understanding the code base in order to modify it to work with new dataset. Hence
this was detector which was chosen.

1.7.Dissertation originality
Although there are datasets related to autonomous driving which focus on object recognition, of
hazards as well as datasets that are concerned with actions in video such as[34] .To the best of my
knowledge there is not a publicly available dataset which incorporates complex action recognition
in an autonomous driving setting from the perspective of the driver, other than my previous project
which was only focused on simple actions. Hence this paper will expand on that work to create a
new and significant dataset based on complex actions.
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2. Planning and Implementation
Given the scope and limited time frame of this project it was important to get the planning and the
design as accurate as possible first time as needing to re-implement mid-project could result in the
failure. Therefore a lot of emphasis was placed on the planning and design stage.

2.1.Original project plan
Below are the original tasks milestones, PERT and Gantt charts set at the beginning of this project.
Below are the tasks with their associated ID numbers which are used in both the PERT and Gantt
charts. The chart below are scaled to one A4 page. If this is too small to read multipage versions
are in the appendix(Section 5.5 and 5.6 respectively)
2.1.1.Tasks and milestones
Task ID Task Name
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Dissertation Start
Research dissertation topic
Dissertation registration
Review results for current dataset
Write project proposal
Submit project proposal
Recalculate detections from previous test run
Reconstruct bounding boxes from existing data to perform visual inspection
Convert existing annotated images to Matlab autonomous driving toolbox
Download and convert new and missing images from RobotCar dataset
Convert new images to Matlab autonomous driving toolbox
Review existing Annotated images and detections
Merge missing images with existing dataset to complete dataset for selected
days
Annotated additional ground truths for short actions in existing dataset
Create action list for complex actions and review simple action list
Select and annotated additional ground truths for extra days
Format dataset for training
Train dataset with deep learning architecture
Test performance of dataset with deep learning architecture
Review test performance
Refine training parameters based on performance of previous tests and retrain
and retest
Review findings analyse data
Write interim report
submit interim report
Write final report
Prepare for presentation
Give presentation
Print and bind final report
Hand in final report
Deadline
Table_1
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2.2.2.Plan of activities with time allocation (Gantt chart)

Figure_10
The Gantt chart shows the extent of the work, and that there is little room for delay in completion of task if the project is to be completed on time.
Subsequently some tasks will need to be done concurrently.
It also shows the dates each task must be done by based on the predicted task duration based on a similar project. This would be a good indication
if the project is on track.
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2.2.3.PERT Chart
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Figure_11
Although the PERT Chart does not take into account deadlines in the same way the Gantt chart does, it does show the critical path of tasks that
are dependent upon each other. Which in knowing which tasks are critical to the success of the project, and will help in calculating the time for
other critical tasks if a given task overruns or is completed ahead of schedule.
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2.2.Background research
Given that this dissertation project was an expansion of my previous project, which was on simple
frame level action detection. Using a smaller subset of the Oxford Robotics image dataset[35] of
10663 image frames. Annotated using a combination of written Matlab scripts and the autonomous
driving toolbox[24].
I already had a reasonable understanding what needed to be done, and the approximate time
various tasks would take. Therefore the focus of my research was in determining, given the new
objectives if the previous tools and methods could be used and adapted for this project. If not what
were the valid alternatives.
In my previous project each event was a single action class describing the entire action a given time,
for instance person_walking_on_left_pavement. This method worked well for a single action class
related to a single bounding box, and action tubes were not included. The results of the experiments
for that project in Table_2.

The table below(Table_2) shows the total action frequency counts (AFC) found in the testing and
training datasets, and compares them to the Averagae precision (AP) results for training and testing.

Action classes

Total AFC Total AFC APsTesting
training
testing
car_indicating_right
0.20136552
228
4
9
car_turn_right
0.12749093
429
116
7
car_indicating_left
145
49
0
car_turn_left
0.18671796
208
117
9
car_stopped_at_the_traffic_light
0.06090106
4713
758
5
car_moving_in_lane
0.45809815
7276
1538
8
car_braking_in_lane
0.04690602
409
51
5
car_stopped_in_lane
0.61883669
2813
702
3
car_waiting_at_junction
103
3
0
pedestrian_waiting_to_cross
0.03814825
1096
226
6
pedestrian_crossing_road_legally
0.17996151
1109
234
2
Pedestrian_walking_on_left_pavemen
0.31128360
t
7489
888
3
Pedestrian_walking_on_right_paveme
0.30858886
nt
5989
1044
1
pedestrian_walking_on_road_left_side
0.01860382
752
2
6

APsTraining
0.20136463
3
0.12761027
9
0
0.18661227
4
0.06063765
1
0.47116883
6
0.04690358
6
0.68657351
8
0
0.03811087
9
0.19248913
4
0.31320637
7
0.31037352
7
0.01859248
9
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pedestrian_walking_on_road_right_sid
e
569
pedestrian_crossing_road_illegally
565
cyclist_indicating_left
11
cyclist_indicating_right
10
cyclist_moving_to_left_lane
58
cyclist_moving_to_right_lane
54
cyclist_stopped_at_the_traffic_light
519
cyclist_turn_right
99
cyclist_turn_left
43
cyclist_crossing
32
cyclist_moving_in_lane
2326
cyclist_stopped_in_lane
112
cyclist_moving_on_pavement
253
motorbike_moving_in_lane
23
bus_moving_in_lane
656
trafficlight_red
1921
trafficlight_amber
253
trafficlight_green
1203

46
8
3
16
19
4
388
18
38
29
1151
8
20
7
235
762
161
426

0.02417679
6
0.00023060
6
0.01787551
4
0
0.06875297
9
0.00866079
2
0.39846068
3
0.02455046
4
0.00351809
3
0.23861127
8
0.44531401
7
0.00015096
6
0.00010964
9
0
0.38337921
1
0.52735508
3
0.32719939
9
0.58572092
6

0.02416449
9
0.00022723
3
0.01787551
4
0
0.06875297
9
0.00866079
2
0.39842138
1
0.02453266
1
0.00379798
8
0.23844869
9
0.44609673
2
0.00015096
6
0.00010964
9
0
0.38245876
6
0.52745024
3
0.32906036
5
0.58651133
4

Table 2
So what was learnt from this first attempt ?
Looking at the results and conclusions from the previous project it seem clear that there were two
main issues that needed to be addressed.
1. The dataset was too small resulting in a limited amount of action instances which were insufficient
for training. These figures seem to indicate that a 2000 examples of action frequency labels in the
ground truths would be needed for training, and a minimum of 500 for testing.
2. Having a single action class that encompass the entire action can be too complex to accurately
train a model. For instance Pedestrian_walking_on_left_pavement has the highest number of
training instances and one of the highest number of testing sources. However it doesn’t score as
highly as some actions with fewer instances.
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The main things that were learnt from this was to increase the dataset, and to break down the action
classes into smaller components that can be more easily recognised and trained.
To this end a plan was drawn up to rewrite the label definitions, and to convert old annotations in
the previous project so that they could be added alongside new annotations, to create a much larger
dataset. As given the process of annotations takes a long time the assumption was that converting
the previous annotations would be much quicker than recreating them. There were however
complications converting the previous annotations which is covered in section 2.4.1
With or without out older converted images new images would still need to be annotated to make
up the dataset. The images selected were from the Oxford Robotics group[36]

Picture_5 [36]
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This image dataset was created over the
period of a year and a half divided into
133 days, themselves divided into times
of day. In total there are over 20 million
images taken by 6 different cameras as
well as lidar, GPS and INS ground truth
(Figure_12). However the purposes of
this project only the front forward camera
images are important as this is taken from
the perspective of a driver.
This reduces the number of images down
significantly however it is still more than 1
million images. Far too much to annotate
in such a short timeframe. Therefore to
aid in the selection process the majority
of the images taken by the front facing
camera were downloaded, and converted
into videos. This allowed the images to be
reviewed quicker, and made it easier to
spot interesting road-based activities.

Picture_4 [36]

Figure_12 [36]
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2.3. Designing the dataset
2.3.1.Selecting and refining the image data
As previously mentioned the images used to create the dataset were robotcar dataset[36] however
there are far too many images to use so to reduce the number of images to a more manageable
number. Therefore the images were converted into videos to speed up the viewing process and the
following selection criteria was used to try to maximise the number of Weather conditions, locations
agents/objects and actions, these were but not limited to the following:
Weather conditions - (Day, Night ,Rain ,Snow, Bright sun, Overcast day)
Agents/objects (People ,Cyclists ,Motorbikes ,Buses ,Cars ,Small Medium and Large vehicles
,emergency vehicles)
Actions Normal e.g road users moving legally without incident
Actions illegal/disruption - e.g- action/events that alter the normal flow of traffic, requiring action.
Near miss, or emergency vehicle

After reviewing multiple videos six were selected
(2014-06-26-09-31-18_stereo_centre_02, 2014-06-26-09-53-12_stereo_centre_02,
2014-07-14-14-49-50_stereo_centre_01, 2014-11-25-09-18-32_stereo_centre_04
2014-12-10-18-10-50_stereo_centre_02, 2015-02-03-08-45-10_ stereo_centre_02)

2.3.2.Creating label definition list
One of the most important issue that had to be addressed was label definitions. As previous testing
and training indicated the more complicated the action label the harder it was to train with the number
of examples available. Therefore breaking the labels down into their core components allows for
easier training and testing. Furthermore this allowed a greater number of action classes to be
created without the need to introduce a new class in the middle of annotating the data, then needing
to retrospectively correct for the previous annotations, which as shown by the work to correct the
previous annotations is a very costly endeavour. Subsequently a well-defined label definitions are
also important for expansion of this dataset, as well as future research. As given that each video
takes approximately 40 hours to annotate and there are over 200 videos it would take approximately
8000 hours which is 333 days of continuous work working 24 hours a day. Which if calculated as a
full-time job working seven hours the day five days a week, this would take close to 4 and half years.
This is clearly not feasible hence more people will be needed to create a robust dataset. Hence the
clarity the label definitions is an paramount importance in order that the data remains consistent
throughout, as inconsistent data can be detrimental to train and testing to an architecture using the
dataset. Below is a definition list taken from my annotation guide (section 5.1) which explains the
annotation process in greater detailed than this section, and should be used by anybody who wants
to use or contribute to the dataset.
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AV: Autonomous vehicle
Labels: a bounding box around objects/entity which has the potential to perform an action. E.g. a
person in a stationary vehicle could potentially move that vehicle which is an action. However a
stationary vehicle with nobody in it cannot perform an action and is therefore seen as an obstacle,
in the same way that a tree or a house would not be labelled.
Basic actions: the most basic component of an action. E.g. moving away as it cannot be broken
down into a smaller component. Where as moving erratically would be a combination of various
movements over a number of frames and therefore could not be considered to be simple.
Locations: a specific area in the road environment, this includes all marked and unmarked areas
within the roads, as well as the surrounding areas that could affect conditions on the road. E.g. a
pavement beside the road as agents could move from the pavement to the road. Whereas a wall
next to the road would not be labelled as unless the wall fell over it is not going to directly affect
the road conditions.
Agents: a person either on foot, or using some kind of transport e.g. bicycle, vehicle, wheelchair.
Agent also includes an unmanned vehicles e.g. autonomous vehicles, search and rescue vehicles
or low-flying drones. However as autonomous vehicles are currently restricted to a few locations in
the United Kingdom Oxford city centre not being one of them, the flying of drones within a city area
which could pose a hazard is banned by the UK’s civil aviation authority, and there were no major
disasters such as earthquakes in Oxford during the image collection stage, with the exception of the
car posing as an autonomous vehicle there are no unmanned vehicle within this dataset.
Simple Action: a combination of an agent with one or more simple actions, and one or more
locations. Simple actions are divided into three types. Core, complimentary and optional.
Core actions(CORE): Are actions of which are independent from each other and one needs to be
present for any given action class. E.g. an actor can be in the state when it is moving or stopped,
however it cannot exist in both states at the same time.
Complimentary actions(COMP): are actions that can only exist with a core action, but are always
present, E.g turning right cannot be independent as it needs to be grouped with a movement action,
although it could be argued that you can move the wheels of the vehicle while stationary, it is often
so hard to see the front wheels of vehicle turning the detection rate would be so low to render the
label pointless. Hence the term action only refers to the physical turning of a vehicle.
Optional actions(OPT): actions that can only coexist with core actions, however are not always
present. E.g. car indicating left. As a car will always be labelled as turning left when it is turning left
unless it is obscured in which case there’s no label. But the same vehicle can turn left without using
their indicator. Optional actions should not be seen as labels that are not that important and therefore
should not be labelled as they do help a great deal in prediction, they are optional because they
cannot be guaranteed to be present.
Events: a combination of one or more simple actions over a continuous sequence of frames moving
from one state to another. Events are presented as action tubes.
Scenarios: a text and/or pictorial representation describing a sequence of events.
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The initial definitions were created based on my experiences travelling as a pedestrian cyclist and
driver, as well as reviewing multiple image sets which were converted into video form. This led to
the creation of a label list consisting of three categories agents, actions, locations.
The table below shows a list of the agents, actions and locations and a brief description to help
identify them.
Type
Agent
Agent

Label name
AV
Car

Agent

Small_motorised_vehicle

Agent

Medium_vehicle

Agent

Large_vehicle

Agent
Agent

Bus
Motorbike

Agent
Agent
Agent
Agent
Agent

Cyclist
Pedestrian
Vehicle_traffic_light
Other_traffic_light
Emergency vehicle

Location

In_outgoing_bus_lane

Location

In_incoming_bus_lane

Location

In_outgoing_cycle_lane

Location

In_incoming_cycle_lane

Location
Location

In_vehicle_lane
In_outgoing_lane

Location

In_incoming_lane

Location
Location
Location

On_left_pavement
On_right_pavement
On_pavement

Description
The Autonomous vehicle its self
A Car up to the size of a multi-purpose
vehicle(MPV)
A vehicle smaller than car such as mobility
scooter, motorised vehicle, quad bike
vehicle larger than the car such as a van or
tractor (does not include cars, buses,
trucks/lorries)
Vehicle larger than a van such as a
lorry(does not include smaller vehicles or
buses) 6 wheels or more.
A single or double decker bus or coach
Motorbike, dirt bike or scooter two or three
wheeled
A push or electric bicycle
A person
Traffic light related to lane AV is in.
Traffic light related to lane AV is NOT in
Ambulance, police car, fire engine,
indicated by red and blue flashing lights,
does not include vehicles with flashing
yellow lights , such as road maintenance
vehicles or tractors.
Agent in the bus lane that should be flowing
in the same direction as AV
Agent in the bus lane that should be flowing
in the opposite direction as AV
Agent in the cycle lane that should be
flowing in the same direction as AV
Agent in the cycle lane that should be
flowing in the opposite direction as AV
Agent in same road lane as AV
Agent in road lane that should be flowing in
the same direction as vehicle lane.
Agent in road lane that should be flowing in
the opposite direction as vehicle lane.
Pavement to the left side of AV
Pavement to the right side of AV
A pavement that is perpendicular to the
movement of the AV therefore does not
border and incoming or outgoing Lane (left
pavement, right pavement) notably at
junctions or cul-de-sacs
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Location

At_junction

Location

At_crossing

Location

At_bus_stop

Location

In_left_parking_area

Location

In_right_parking_area

Location
Action(CORE)

In_parking_area
Moving_away

Action(CORE)

Moving_towards

Action(CORE)

Moving

Action(CORE)

Revering

Action(OPT)

Breaking

Action(CORE)
Action(OPT)

Stopped
Indicating_left

Action(OPT)

Indicating_right

Action(COMP) Hazard_lights_on
Action(OPT)
Looking_behind

Action(COMP) Turning_left
Action(COMP) Turning_right
Action(COMP) Moving_right

Action(COMP) Moving_left

Action(COMP) Merging_to
Action(COMP) Overtaking_road_user

Action(COMP) Waiting_to_cross

An area linking 2 or more roads often at
perpendicular angles
A marked section of road for cross, such as
zebra crossing, pelican crossing
A marked bus stop area on road, a section
of pavement next to a bus stop sign, an
unmarked area of road next to a bus stop
sign
A marked parking area on the left hand side
of the road.
A marked parking area on the right-hand
side of the road
Marked parking area in front of the AV
Agent moving in a direction that increases
the distance between Agent and AV
Agent moving in a direction that decreases
the distance between Agent and AV
AV in motion, or actors moving
perpendicular to traffic flow.
An Agent moving backwards most likely
vehicle however could include cyclist
pushing backwards, or pedestrian walking
backwards
Agent slowing down, if vehicle braking
lights should be lit
Agent stationery
Agent indicating left by flashing left
indicator light, or hand signal
Agent indicating right by flashing right
indicator light, or hand signal
Hazards lights flashing on vehicle
Person looking behind normally on bicycle,
but could be pedestrian or on motorbike or
motorised vehicle
Agent rotating in a counter clockwise
direction
Agent rotating in a clockwise direction
Moving lanes from current Lane to the lane
the right of. Lanes can include pavement
such as a cyclist moving off the pavement
to the cycle lane all road.
Moving lanes from current Lane to the lane
the left of. Lanes can include pavement
such as a cyclist moving off the pavement
to the cycle lane all road.
Agent moving into a lane
Agent moving around a stationary or slowmoving Agent often switching lanes in order
to perform action.
Agent on pavement ,stationery, facing
indirection of road.
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Action(COMP) Crossing_road_from_left

Agent moving a cross road starting from left
pavement moving towards right pavement.
Action(COMP) Crossing_road_from_right Agent moving a cross road starting from
right pavement moving towards left
pavement.
Action(COMP) Crossing
Agent crossing road
Action(COMP) Pushing_Object
Agent pushing Object such as trolley or
pushchair, wheelchair or bicycle
Action(CORE) traffic_light_red
Traffic light with Red light lit
Action(CORE) traffic_light_amber
Traffic light with Amber light lit
Action(CORE) traffic_light_green
Traffic light with Green light lit
Action(CORE) traffic_light_not_lit
Traffic light with No lights lit or covered with
out of order bag
Table_3
From this label list many possible action classes can be created using a valid combination which
are shown in tables 4-8 which when combined total 6900 simple actions these are available in digital
form (available on request) or on the accompanying CD for the printed version, however are not
included in this document as they take up 760 A4 pages. However to mitigate overlooking labels, or
creating misleading or ambiguous labels. I created a number of diagrams in order to aid the creation
of scenarios. Subsequently I asked a number of drivers and nondrivers to think of as many
scenarios/road events they could think of ranging from common to obscure, then check if this
scenario could be created by combining the existing label list. This allowed for any missing labels to
be added before the start of the annotation.
The tables below show the combinations of actions and locations that the varying agents can have.
Autonomous Vehicle (AV) actions and locations
Actions
Locations
Moving
In_outgoing_bus_lane
Stopped
In_incoming_bus_lane
Revering
In_outgoing_cycle_lane
Turning_left
In_incoming_cycle_lane
Turning_right
In_incoming_lane
Moving_right
On_left_pavement
Moving_left
On_right_pavement
Merging_to
On_pavement
Overtaking_road_user
At_junction
At_bus_stop
In_left_parking_area
In_right_parking_area
In_parking_area
Table_4
In_vehicle_lane and In_outgoing_lane not used for AV as any outgoing lane is the vehicle lane. So
in general the autonomous vehicle will be performing an action without a location as it is itself a
location. However the other locations are still valid as there may be special circumstances, when
the autonomous vehicle is not in a vehicle Lane, such as pulled over on the pavement to allow
emergency vehicle pass, which is important to label.
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Pedestrians actions and locations
Actions
Locations
Moving
In_outgoing_bus_lane
Moving_away
In_incoming_bus_lane
Moving_towards
In_outgoing_cycle_lane
Stopped
In_incoming_cycle_lane
Waiting_to_cross
In_vehicle_lane
Crossing_road_from_left
In_outgoing_lane
Crossing_road_from_right
In_incoming_lane
Crossing
On_left_pavement
Pushing_Object
On_right_pavement
On_pavement
At_junction
At_crossing
At_bus_stop
Table_5
Actions
Moving_away
Moving_towards
Moving
Stopped
Indicating_left
Indicating_right
Looking_behind
Turning_left
Turning_right
Moving_right
Moving_left
Merging_to
Overtaking_road_user
Waiting_to_cross
Crossing_road_from_left
Crossing_road_from_right
Crossing

Cyclist actions and locations
Locations
In_outgoing_bus_lane
In_incoming_bus_lane
In_outgoing_cycle_lane
In_incoming_cycle_lane
In_vehicle_lane
In_outgoing_lane
In_incoming_lane
On_left_pavement
On_right_pavement
On_pavement
At_junction
At_crossing
In_left_parking_area
In_right_parking_area
In_parking_area

Table_6
Car/ Small_motorised_vehicle /Medium_vehicle/Large_vehicle/Motorbike/Bus
actions and locations
Actions
Locations
Moving_away
In_outgoing_bus_lane
Moving_towards
In_incoming_bus_lane
Moving
In_outgoing_cycle_lane
Revering
In_incoming_cycle_lane
Breaking
In_vehicle_lane
Stopped
In_outgoing_lane
Indicating_left
In_incoming_lane
Indicating_right
On_left_pavement
Hazard_lights_on
On_right_pavement
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Turning_left
Turning_right
Moving_right
Moving_left
Merging_to
Overtaking_road_user
Crossing_road_from_left
Crossing_road_from_right
Crossing

On_pavement
At_junction
At_crossing
At_bus_stop
In_left_parking_area
In_right_parking_area
In_parking_area

Table_7
Vehicle_traffic_light, Other_traffic_light actions and locations
Actions
Locations
traffic_light_red
Vehicle_traffic_light
traffic_light_amber
Other_traffic_light
traffic_light_green
traffic_light_not_lit
Table_8
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2.3.2.3.creating scenarios
Figure_13 below is an example of one of the scenarios created based on a junction in oxford.

Autonomous vehicle
Other vehicle

6

Vehicle traffic light
Other traffic light

7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1

2

3 4
Figure 13

5

Outgoing cycle lane
Outgoing lane
Vehicle lane
Incoming lane
Incoming cycle lane
Junction
Junction

If the Green car in front of the Autonomous
vehicle is moving lane as shown by the arrow the
class will be: Car, In_vehicle_lane, Moving_left,
In_outgoing_lane

The two images above
(picture 6 & 7) show
the junction that figure
13 is based on.
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There were many such scenario were created mostly scribbled on bits of paper or whiteboards ether
by myself or others to help explain a scenario, after a scenario was described I would see if scenario
could be recreated with a combination of labels. If this scenario could not be created using the list
of labels, the list would be re-evaluated to see what labels should be changed or added to
accommodate the scenario. Then in cases when I was consulting with others I would check to make
sure that they were in agreement that the labels made sense. Some of these scenarios are included
in this section and more can be found in the annotation guide (section 5.1)
The list of scenarios below were created from these consultations are displayed in the table below.
Event
ID

Description

Label combination

688
704
262
689 >>
1109 >>
688

Road user in front of AV moving away
Road user in opposite Lane moving towards AV
Road user in vehicle Lane towards AV
Road user moving into vehicle lane from lane flowing
in the same direction

Car + Moving_away + In_vehicle_lane
Car + Moving_towards + In_incoming_lane
Cyclist + Moving_towards + In_vehicle_lane
Car + Moving_away + In_outgoing_lane >>
Car + Moving_away + Moving_left +
In_outgoing_lane >> Car + Moving_away +
In_vehicle_lane

707
704

Road user moving into vehicle lane from junction

Car +Moving_towards + On_left_pavement
>>

>>

Car + Moving_towards + In_incoming_lane
689 >>
983 >>
688 >>
000 >>
689

Road user moving into vehicle lane from roundabout
Road user overtaking other road user from outgoing
Lane using vehicle lane

Car + Moving_away + In_outgoing_lane >>
Car +Moving_away+ Indicating_right +
Moving_right +In_outgoing_lane >>
Car + Moving_away + In_vehicle_lane >>
Car +Moving_away+ Indicating_left +
Moving_left + In_vehicle_lane >>
Car + Moving_away + In_outgoing_lane

Road user overtaking other road user from vehicle
Lane using incoming lane
Road user from an emergency stop
Road user obstructing traffic flow by moving in front of
the road user
Road users moving out of the way to allow emergency
vehicle pass
Cyclist moving on pavement illegally
Cyclist moving from pavement to road
Person crossing the road legally
Person crossing the road illegally
Road user pulling in front of AV
Road user performing a parking manoeuvre
Road user joining vehicle Lane from parking area
Road user pro forma manoeuvre such as three-point
turn
Road user heading directly towards AV

Table_9
The table displays an event/scenario identification number, a description of the scenario, and the
combination of labels needed to achieve it.
The event ID is a composite of all the action ID is needed to make up that event from the action list
(section 5.2)
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An event is a sequence of one or more action classes over a number of frames. During which time
elements of an action class may change such as location or sub actions. “>>” is used to signify the
transition of one simple action to another within the same event.
To simplify this table all agents have been classified as Road user and each scenario may have
multiple ids and label combinations, such as the first scenario “Road user in front of AV moving
away” could be a pedestrian, cyclist or any type of vehicle. Which ends up being eight different event
IDs and label combinations. However as this is just for illustration purposes only one event is used
for an example.
Icon

description
Pavement
Left pavement
Outgoing cycle lane
Vehicle Lane
Incoming Lane
Incoming cycle lane
Right pavement
Junction
Moving
Crossing right to left

Type
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location
Action
Action

Below is a diagram figure_14 with a corresponding
table table_10 taken from my annotation guide
(section 5.1) used to help identify and events.

Table_10

Figure_14
Agent moving on pavement
Agent crossing from right to left at junction
Agent moving from right to left on right pavement, on incoming cycle lane, on incoming
Lane, on vehicle Lane, on right pavement.
Table_11
For instance if we take the event of a person crossing the right pavement to the left pavement. Which
is the red action arrow in the diagram above Figure_5 Over a series of frames as the person started
to walk off the right pavement the action class would change from. (Person, crossing from right to
left, right pavement) to (Person, crossing from right to left, incoming cycle lane) to (Person, crossing
from right to left, Incoming Lane) to (Person, crossing from right to left, Vehicle Lane) to (Person,
crossing from right to left, Outgoing cycle lane) to (Person, crossing from right to left, Left pavement)
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2.4.Creating dataset
After properly researching and testing tools for creating the dataset (section 1.6 ) and designing the
aspects of the dataset(section 2.3). It was time to create the new dataset this was to be made up of
previously annotated images adapted to work with the new dataset design(section 2.4.1) and newly
annotated images (section 2.4.2)
2.4.1.Complications with data from previous project
As with most plans there is often elements that don’t play out the way you are expecting, and
converting the previous data form is definitely one of those.
The first issue which was known, is that the data that the autonomous driving toolbox creates is
read-only. This was fine for the previous project as most of the work was done with custom scripts,
and the data outputted from the toolbox could be converted to work with that format. However the
scripted version for annotation had the issue that if the generated bounding boxes were in the wrong
place you could not correct the location, so if the bounding box slightly off you would leave it if it was
completely off you delete it. This would leave gaps in the data which is not ideal therefore given that
once the data is in the toolbox it is easy to make corrections, it made sense to have a process where
you could you import and export data as needed. This was fixed by creating a script(section 5.4.1 &
5.4.2) That created a writable version of the output table, converted the inputdata text files provided
there in the same format as the input deep learning architecture, then rebuild toolbox output file so
you reimported into the tool box.
The second issue which was known, is that the new label definition list was different to the one used
in the previous project. Therefore the old annotations would need to be converted, hence I created
a number of scripts for merging the old definition list with the new definition list. Along with scripts to
import and export the whole dataset for editing or to be used with other programs (5.4.1, 5.4.2). This
would allow will the conversion of most of the data the old definition list to the new definition list, with
only a few extra labels needed to be added.
However at this point I found out that the images I was annotating for the first project which were
stated as being every fourth frame in a given video were not. Which meant that in order to bring
them in line with the current annotations these missing frames would need to be added and
annotated using the old system before the conversion could be completed. Therefore more scripts
needed to be created (5.4.3,5.2.4,5.4.5) to replace the missing frames then overlay the previous
annotations on top, in order to finish annotating the missing frames.
After starting this process it became clear that this was going to take a lot longer than previously
expected, on top of this the conversion from the old list to the new list would not encompass all of
the new elements of the new list. Therefore both lists would need to be combined using the original
format, before conversion could take place. This was done however the temporary combined list
used up large amounts of GPU power, and because of the licensing issue where the only PCs that
had the autonomous driving toolbox licence had very basic GPU’s, and all the PCs with good GPU’s
didn’t have the licence, the time needed to complete this tasked increased exponentially. Which
resulted in this part of the project being abandoned. Even though a large amount of the work was
complete without the powerful computer with the correct licence the process would have taken far
too long to be completed within the timeframe. Furthermore this would still only give us frame level
annotated ground truths, tubes would still have to be implemented.
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2.4.2. Newly annotated images
As discussed in section 1.5 The software chosen for the annotations was Microsoft VoTT
(development version). Also discussed was the fact that this dataset will be effectively a proof of
concept, as although data will be useful and will produce results. In order to produce better results
the dataset must be expanded. Therefore just as important as having a well-defined definition label
list. Is the implementation of said list in a consistent manner. To this end I created a guide (5.1)
giving examples of how to implement the label definitions. This is important not only for other people
who are adding annotations to increase the dataset, but also for people who need to use the dataset
and may have a different interpretation of the data, to allow them to better understand the dataset
and how to change it if need be.
The descriptions for the label definitions in the design section help in determining when a label
should be used, however the annotation guide helps with the use of diagrams and scenarios to
create a better understanding of all of these terms and when label should be used in order to create
consistency throughout the dataset.
In order for VoTT to perform at its best the images need to be converted into MP4 videos, this allows
scroll function to work allowing for easier corrections to be made. From these videos every fourth
frame was annotated which seemed to be the best compromise for reducing the amount of frames
needed to be annotated and subsequently reduce the time needed to annotate, while at the same
time having enough frames to maintain continuity and allow for acceptable detection time. Given
that an average video consisting of approximately 2000 frames lasting approximately 8 minutes
takes around 40 hours to annotate. Because of this there was the potential to make mistakes as not
only is this task boring but it requires a high level of concentration if you want to make the bounding
boxes to be as accurate as possible. On top of this given the time restrictions of the project and the
fact that this step needed to be completed before the rest of the project could not proceed labelling
the sessions often long which increase the risk of mistakes. To help mitigate the risks a few steps
were taken.
To mitigate the risk of missing a change in action, the video corresponding to the frames be
annotated was played was first played allowing for a change in the labels to be observed, then pause
at that point in the video, then annotate up until that point. Then repeating the process.
To mitigate the risk of mislabelling the annotations were played as videos which helped in spotting
when the labels changed. Another method was to create a script(5.4.6) which would need VoTT
json file and create all the action classes from the data, and count how many times they occurred.
This allowed for a quick way to spot obvious errors or indicate possible errors in action class found
in the list is obscure. This list (5.3) also helps for understanding the dataset better as it helps in
selecting appropriate simple actions and events for training and testing.
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2.5.Adapting deep learning architecture
As explained in section 1.6 the deep learning architecture used the Real-time online Action
Detection [31]

Figure_15 [37]
The figure above(Figure_15)from [37] shows the components of the Real-time online Action
Detection.
This architecture was chosen due to the codes availability, as well as the suitability to perform the
needed task due to the way it is structured the different components are explained more in depth in
(section 1.2) so in this section I will just summarise how they fit together and why they are suitable.
As previously mentioned the main features this architecture needed to address was the need to
detect complicated actions and make predictions in real-time.
This is achieved by a combination of CNN’s and SSD’s allowing for a relatively deep network without
the performance issue of having fully connected layers.
There are two different optical flow methods that make up the CNN,(b) the real-time optical flow[38]
which is optimised speed but is less accurate, (c) the non-real time[39] which is optimised for
accuracy but is slower. Both methods are optical flow are used in training time but only one is used
at testing time. In the case of these experiments the real-time optical flow was used for testing.
The SSD use an image input size of 300 x 300, as opposed to the standard 512 x 512 allows for
faster detections, furthermore using an separate concurrent SSD for appearance and flow aids in
increasing the accuracy of the overall architecture.
These are fused together and used to create tubes, the tubes are created in incremental fashion
which allows for predictions to be made at any point mid action the action.
With the exception starting parameters the only change the architecture was to allow.JSON files
users input the rest of the code remains the same.
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2.6.Conducting experiments
The first step after annotating the result was to compile a list of all the simple classes, and action
tubes in each annotated video and the number of times each one occurred in order to create the
list that would have a sufficient number of instances for successful training and testing, this was
done with the script
Looking at my previous work action detection I approximated that I would need at least 2000
instances of an action in the training and 500 in the testing. Unfortunately due to time and
resource problems previously mentioned. Only five videos were annotated in time. Consisting of
10,004 frames which when split give you and 8000 for training and 2000 the testing. This was a
similar number to my last project which I was hoping to double. However as this was not the case,
so in order to bring the instance numbers up to an acceptable level I dropped the location part to
allow the merging of classes for instance in one video the simple action frequencies (SAF) for car
moving away was.
Agent
'Car'
'Car'
'Car'
'Car'
'Car'
'Car'
'Car'
'Car'

Action
'MovAway'
'MovAway'
'MovAway'
'MovAway'
'MovAway'
'MovAway'
'MovAway'
'MovAway'

location/action location/action
'VehLane'
[]
'VehLane'
'Jun'
'Jun'
[]
'OutgoLane'
[]
'Break'
'VehLane'
'Break'
'MovRht'
'Break'
'MovRht'
'Break'
'IncomLane'
Table_12

location
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
'VehLane'
'IncomLane'
[]

SAF
63
22
39
16
8
6
5
9

SAF
merged
168

As you can see example merging all the car moving away classes for this video gives you more
acceptable instance count at the expense of losing the location information.
This reduces simple action classes down to 53 which are.
Car moving away, Car moving towards, Car moving, Car braking, Car stopped, Car indicating left,
Car indicating right, Car turning left, Car turning right, Car crossing from left to right , Car crossing
from right to left, Medium vehicle moving away, Medium vehicle towards, Medium vehicle moving,
Medium vehicle braking, Medium vehicle stopped, Medium vehicle turning left, Medium vehicle turn
right, Medium vehicle crossing from right to left, Medium vehicle crossing from left to right, Large
vehicle moving away, Large vehicle moving towards, Large vehicle moving, Large vehicle stopped,
Bus moving away, Bus moving towards, Bus moving, Bus stopped, Bus crossing from right to left,
Bus crossing from left to right ,Cyclist moving away, Cyclist moving towards, Cyclist moving, Cyclist
stopped, Cyclist turning left, Cyclist turning right, Cyclist crossing from left to right, Cyclist crossing
from right to left, Pedestrian moving away, Pedestrian moving towards, Pedestrian moving,
Pedestrian stopped, Pedestrian waiting to cross, Pedestrian crossing from left to right, Pedestrian
crossing from right to left, Pedestrian crossing road, Pedestrian pushing object, Av’s traffic light with
red, Av’s traffic light amber, Av’s traffic light green, Other traffic light red, Other traffic light amber,
Other traffic light green

In order to achieve the best results the experiment was run varying Intersection over union values
after which the experiment was cross validated by changing the combination of videos using the
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testing and training To help reduce overfitting or correct for anomalies which could give a false
representation of the true values. In total three combinations were used this was mainly due to
time constraints.
The final step was to correlate the raw data outputted by the architecture correlate statistical
results, as well as mapping the detections onto the ground truths to help analyse the data
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2.7.Analyse of Project
2.7.1.Analysing experiment results
The table below(table_13) contains 53 simple actions classes(SAC) column one, comprised of
agents + actions out of a possible 301 SAC which are prized of agents + actions + locations which
are listed along with their instants in section 5.2. Columns two and three contain the simple
actions frequencys (SAF) within the training and testing sets respectively. The fourth column
contains the average precision values for the test data.

Simple action Classes
Car moving away
Car moving towards
Car moving
Car braking
Car stopped
Car indicating left
Car indicating right
Car turning left
Car turning right
Car crossing from left to right
Car crossing from right to left
Medium vehicle moving away
Medium vehicle towards
Medium vehicle moving
Medium vehicle braking
Medium vehicle stopped
Medium vehicle turning left
Medium vehicle turn right
Medium vehicle crossing from left to
right
Medium vehicle crossing from right
to left
Large vehicle moving away
Large vehicle moving towards
Large vehicle moving
Large vehicle stopped
Bus moving away
Bus moving towards
Bus moving
Bus stopped
Bus crossing from right to left
Bus crossing from left to right

training total
totals SAF
1118
1559
523
297
2880
370
340
137
185
265
310
788
482
73
78
1452
55
92
141

testing total
SAF
200
494
587
17
630
0
23
6
23
249
101
118
194
90
4
260
0
0
23

test data
AP's
0.219385608
0.44483055
0.260006726
0.072421723
0.404325269
0
0.0050025
0.017379679
0.005989578
0.851282307
0.527050137
0.665513139
0.202582991
0.223152859
0
0.011716551
0.001605136
0
0.828403037

84

39

0.130418998

13
68
10
93
215
96
36
228
115
0

166
153
40
363
9
71
40
85
0
23

0
0.05319717
0
0.166376131
0.028987798
0.455281711
0.035214286
0.296015172
0
0
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Cyclist moving away
Cyclist moving towards
Cyclist moving
Cyclist stopped
Cyclist turning left
Cyclist turning right
Cyclist crossing from left to right
Cyclist crossing from right to left
Pedestrian moving away
Pedestrian moving towards
Pedestrian moving
Pedestrian stopped
Pedestrian waiting to cross
Pedestrian crossing from left to right
Pedestrian crossing from right to left
Pedestrian crossing road
Pedestrian pushing object
Av’s traffic light with red
Av’s traffic light amber
Av’s traffic light green
Other traffic light red
Other traffic light amber
Other traffic light green
MeanAP@0.50

392
551
182
458
137
0
171
139
4645
4145
1013
1005
395
357
405
755
359
3308
296
1038
641
31
369

643
120
180
0
6
38
40
86
481
415
226
686
136
232
97
41
235
859
85
372
371
0
104

0.306646732
0.102000846
0.145120992
0
0
0
0.07847166
0.568801326
0.09520755
0.039695928
0.1029491
0.096058754
0.000422583
0.182934954
0.034316401
0.001808349
0.001576551
0.85188142
0.376373782
0.467783992
0.970572033
0
0.971534842
0.213213

Table_13
As previously mentioned I had calculated that in order to have reasonable results a minimum SAF
of 2000 for the training data and 500 for the tests data per SFC would be required. However
looking at table_13 it is clear that that is not the case. Which I believe is the main contributing
factor to the poor results.

Figure_16
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2.7.2. Analysing known constraints and limitations
The main constraint on which the majority of the other limitations and constraints revolved around
was the issue of time. As the scope of this project could very easily be conducted by a team of
individuals over a number of years. Therefore steps have to be made to simplify the process in order
to complete the project within the given timeframe. These simplifications included:
Limiting the amount images/videos for annotation: on average it takes 40 hours to annotate a single
video is very time-consuming, which could consume majority of the project time. Hence the new
annotations video were limited to a maximum of six, which would be merged with the six videos from
the previous project after they had been corrected be merged with the new label definition list.
Although as explained in section 2.3.1 converting the previous videos within the given timeframe
was not possible and at therefore abandoned. Limiting the amount of images /videos does introduce
the problem of not having enough data for the training and testing of an accurate architecture. To
mitigate these problems images were compiled into videos and were viewed in order to maximise
the number of important actors, actions, locations to provide the best possible number of instances
of these important labels within the relatively small dataset.
Granularity of labels: another limitation that had to be made which is directly related to the number
of images/videos within the dataset is the label granularity. As the more split the labels of the finer
and finer categories the more instances you would need of each category in order to train accurate
detector. This mainly revolves around vehicles which were grouped to cars, Small motorised
vehicles, medium vehicles and large vehicles. Given the sheer amount of different types of vehicles
where some cars are as big as a medium van, and some vans are as small as some cars labelling
can be difficult. However given that this project is focused mainly on prediction, the exact type of
vehicle is not important as the type of actions a vehicle might perform to aid in predicting what it
might do. Hence the main aspect that is focused on is size due to the fact that most cities spaces at
a premium and streets can often be narrow, the size of vehicle can directly affect its actions
environment. For instance a large vehicle may need to use both the incoming and outgoing lanes in
order to turn round the corner.
Missing events or labels: Again the limited size of dataset there were events and label were not
covered. For instance’s no examples of locations such as dual carriageway, motorways and
roundabouts. Actors such as tractors, mobile homes/Caravans/recreational vehicles or bin lorries.
Actions such as merging, and colliding. As well as events such as road accidents, approaching
emergency vehicles and navigating roundabouts. Well it was not feasible to include these missing
elements given the timeframe of this project, it must be noted that adding these elements would
enhance the project.
Resource problem: during the project there were a number of resource problems both software and
hardware related. As previously mentioned in section 2.3.1 there was a licensing issue or one of the
key Matlab toolbox which resulted in the toolbox only being installed on basic desktop machines,
and not installed on workstations with powerful enough GPU’s to perform the needed actions within
the timeframe. This resulted large amount of work that was partially complete being abandoned.
Given the work that has been put into converting the old data, the annotations and the scripts for
converting data, it should still be quicker to finish the work then to annotate a new set of six videos,
with a powerful enough machine with the autonomous driving toolbox. On top of this there were
problems with the lab work space, as midway through the project the lab we were using with the big
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screens which allow for accurate annotation was repurposed for teaching, as a result equipment
was moved which they needed to be fixed resulting in a weeks worth being lost. This had a knockon effect by delaying the annotation work, the lab machine that was going to be used for training
was being used for another project, so slow machine needed to be used.
Other commitments: Another time limiting factor was due to perform a full-time job at the same time
as undertaking the project, as well as the death of a family member during the perpetration time for
the project. Which effectively halving the time to complete this project compared to a full-time
student. I have to mitigate this by saving up most of my year’s holiday to be using this period.

2.7.3. Evaluation and discussion
This dataset is still in its prototype form, and as the concept works well. That being said there are
many things have not been addressed mainly due to issues of time.
The theory was that moving from a single simple action label to a multi-label system improves the
overall AP for the classes and to allow greater flexibility in class selection. Although the overall AP
values for this project are slightly higher than the previous project with single SAC slightly fewer
frames for a definitive answer or data would be needed, however on the flexibility and usability of
the data this is much improved on a single SAC as not only can you generate an SAC list after
annotating the images, showing you all the possible SAC along with how often they occur allow you
to pick and choose the important SAC’s for your task, more over this exponentially reduces the
need to go back and the annotate large amounts of images should you decide to change the SAC’s
list odds are with a well-defined list you will already have that label combine the correct agent,
actions and locations. Or if not it is most likely a case of adding extra labels to existing objects, rather
than the need to delete and recreate large amounts of labels.
On that note although the amount of labels is fairly extensive for many combinations of SAC’s there
are course more that could be added, for instance there are the no roundabouts, dual carriageway
or motorways location labels. This is partly due to this project being
mostly focused on city environments and partly due to time factors,
however including these and other location labels would make it a more
rounded dataset. Furthermore the addition of lane markings could aid in
prediction as often the crossing of a lane marking by agent is a key piece
of information for predicting a possible event. As in picture_# the
architecture has successfully classified the actors correctly along with
their orientation as it believes that one is even towards the AV and the
other is moving away. However they should not have been marked as
they are stationary in a parking area. Whether this would have been
misclassified if location labels were used in the training is unclear, but it
is likely that more detailed information such as lane marking would help
in predicting locations.

On the whole when a bounding box selects an object it has selected an agent and does get the
correct label there are still many cases where many cases where agents are not labelled such as
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the man in the red ground truth box in picture_#, always bus being marked as a large vehicle and
the bus. In the case of the bus adding the size label to it seems appropriate as it still has the turning
circle constraints of similar size vehicles but should still contain the bus label as it does have fairly
predictable actions. As for the missing labels I believe this is just down to lack of annotation data
which if expanded I believe greatly increase performance.
Subsequently given that the framework is in place, in the form of tested programs and scripts for
creating the dataset as well as researched definitions and documentation, the project is at a point
where it could be easily expanded.

2.7.4. Dissertation conclusion
On the whole I am pleased with the project, as it did meet its objectives which was to research,
design, create and test a newly designed dataset on a state-of-the-art image detection architecture.
There were however problems during the project many of which are covered in section 2.7.2 which
boil down to a combination of environmental factors, ambition and most of all time. This resulted in
a scaling back of the project which was unfortunate however the core elements remain intact. If the
previous annotated images could have been completely converted this would have doubled the
annotated images making up the dataset, which I believe would improve the results from the
experiments. That being said the work done and scripts are available should anyone wish to finish
the work. Furthermore creating large-scale dataset which in the first instance requires large amounts
of manual input is never going to be accomplished by a single person over a few months. So
although I did not manage to create the dataset at the desired scale. I did however lay the
foundations by create a well-defined working dataset extensive documentation to allow this dataset
to be expanded upon, which was the main objective.
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3.Conclusion and critical appraisal of project
3.1.Dissertation results and achievements.
On the whole I am happy with the what been achieved in this project. Which is the foundations of a
complex dataset, along with statistics and documentation to aid in its use and development. Which
I believe a high degree of confidence that this dataset will be used and expanded upon by the
visual AI group within Oxford Brookes University, and subsequently released the wider academic
community. Which is a big achievement in itself. I am however slightly disappointed in the results
of the experiments as the accuracy is not as high as I would have liked. That being said given the
time constraints and the complexity of this problem it is not too surprising that on this scale the
results were not higher. Which I believe just emphasises how complex real-time event detection
for autonomous vehicles is, and that this dataset should be expanded to increase its performance.

3.2.Appraisal of research methods.
Overall I think that research method worked well the experiment objected well-defined,

3.3.Appraisal of development methodology.

3.4.Appraisal of Project management.
Going into this project I knew that the project management aspect of this project was always going
to be tough, as doing a full-time job and a full-time project simultaneously is not an easy task. As
stated in my risk assessment I helped to mitigate this problem to an extent by saving up my
holiday at work so that I could spend more time on the project. This did aid with have an additional
time to work on the project, at the expense of having no holiday culminating not having time to rest
and recharge which results in reduces productivity. The original plan in section 2.2 was useful in
managing the project as it gave a good indication of the timeframes that each task would take,
how tight the project was and the effects that overrunning a particular task would have on other
sections in terms of reduced time. In the end due to resource problems and situations outside of
my control some of which are mentioned in section 2.7.2, the project did fall behind schedule. This
was rectified by scaling back some of the aspects of the project, such as producing the annotated
videos from 6 to 5 and not training using the location information. As well as applying for receiving
an extension on compassionate grounds resulting in an extra three weeks to complete this project.
Although the project did succeed in producing a proof of concept for this project and sets the
framework for others to expand upon, albeit on a slightly reduced scale than originally planned. I
think if I was to undertake a similar project in the future that I would scale it back initially to allow
for a greater amount of disruption to the project. By creating a core plan of the aspects of the
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project that must be completed, with a number of extra objectives that could be added to scale up
the project if time the project was completed ahead of schedule.

3.5.Relevant legal, social, ethical and professional issues.
Ethical – there is not much in the way of ethical issues, as there are no participants involved so no
people are directly affected, though may affect people indirectly if this helps accelerate the
production of autonomous vehicles. That being said those projects would that directly affect
people would have to go through their own ethics approval process. That being said a case could
be made that providing a label that take into account an action is legal or illegal could make
somebody who was implementing an autonomous vehicle, to program a function that would
consider the life of somebody doing something illegal less and someone doing something legally.
However when driving people tend to make the decision to do the safest option, regardless of if a
person is performing a legal or illegal action. The purpose of labelling the actions legal or illegal is
to aid prediction, as a legal action follows a predefined set of rules which is much easier to predict.
Where as an illegal action is more random in nature and therefore the prediction may be harder to
compute, or requires the autonomous vehicle to take more preventative action such as slowing
down.

Legal - The legal issue are related to copyright ownership of source materials. The deep learning
architecture has been created at Oxford Brookes University, so can be used with the proper
referencing and citations. Whereas the robotcar image database is owned by the Oxford Robotics
Institute. Therefore either this project will only contain the annotation files and scripts, along with
documentation which images were used, how to obtain them and integrate them into the dataset.
Or talks will need to be undertaken with the Oxford Robotics Institute to ascertain whether a joint
publication is possible.
Environmental - this project will not directly have a big environmental impact, as the extra power
used by the PCs that might be needed to process the data would not be substantially higher, than
what it would be if this project was not undertaken as they would still be used for other projects.
The main environmental impact for this project would be if this project was used to accelerate the
production and use of autonomous cars. This could lead to a positive impact as one paper
suggests [10] That autonomous cars could lead to a greater levels of car sharing. However it is
only an educated prediction, and the long-term environmental impact on autonomous vehicles is
debatable.
Professional ???

3.6.Risk management issues.
As stated in my original risk assessment the main risks to this project were, lack of time such an
ambitious project due to working a full time job as well as illness and other commitments, Being
able to understand previous work, and equipment and resource issues.
Time issues - my plan to mitigate running out of time by saving up my holiday at work to offset the
time issues was indeed necessary as although using all my holiday still did not give me the
amount of time a full-time student would have had without it project would never have been
completed on time. That being said the project did slightly overrun due to commitments resulting
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from a death in the family however I did apply for and receive an extension to cover some of that
time, allowing to finish the project within the new timeframe.
Using and understanding previous work- I believe my choice of a state-of-the-art deep learning
architecture mitigated the risk of problems in understanding of said architecture. As the code was
readily available online which reduce the time needed to obtain the architecture, and the author of
the architecture was available to help explain how the code worked as it can often be harder to
understand somebody else’s code to code it yourself, but due to time restrictions coding a
detection model on top of creating a dataset is not feasible.
Equipment and resource issues-

3.7.Professional development.
This project has allowed me to put various aspects of my taught course into practice. Increasing my
proficiency with larger projects and reviewing and learning from a greater range of academic
resources. This has given me experience of more real-world project, as many small scale university
assignments out of necessity for marking are very self-contained and every aspect of the project is
created by the student which can limit its scope. Whereas large-scale projects in academia there is
more focus on collaboration and expansion upon previous works due to the sheer size and scope
most projects. Because of this I have had to develop my analytical and writing skills as although the
dataset and project planning and implementation are my own work the action detection
architecture??? and the tools needed to assess create and test the dataset VoTT??? and Matlab???
Were not so I needed to understand how they worked in order to incorporate them into the project.
As well as ensuring that my project was thoroughly documented to make it as clear as possible in
order that the person who’s work is based upon my work is able to understand how to incorporate
into their own work. This I feel is a much more accurate representation of academic life which are
now more experience in dealing with.
It has been challenging dealing with added complications and time issues brought about by
conducting a large project while at the same time working full-time job, which has pushed me to
refine my time management skills. That being said I think that in the future I will endeavour to focus
on one or the other as I feel that this would increase my overall productivity. I have also improved
my improved my understanding of LINUX has the majority of the code and programs needed to fulfil
this project run on the LINUX operating system, resulting in increased knowledge and proficiency of
the system, likewise my knowledge of various programs and languages has increased most
noticeably Matlab and Python. Another aspect
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5.Appendix
Given that the appendix data is quite substantial the majority of associated material will only be
included on the accompanying CD for the hardcopy, and available on request for the digital copy.
Hence this appendix will just give brief descriptions of what the material contains to aid those who
wish to look into this project and finer detail.

5.1.Annotation guide
A guide is designed to aid the understanding and annotation process for the Road Event and Activity
Detection dataset. This is achieved by describing all the elements used in the annotation process,
along with scenarios showing how they were implemented. This is to ensure that people wishing to
contribute or use the dataset fully understand the process it was undertaken and to ensure the
definitions remain consistent.

5.2. Simple action list
A spreadsheet that contains 6900 simple action classes

5.3.File counts
A spreadsheet containing the counts of classes in the ground truths file, as well as predicted values
at various thresholds.
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5.4.Matlab code
5.4.1. From text to toolbox
A matlab script to convert annotation data stored in text files, into a format compatible with the
Matlab autonomous driving toolbox.
5.4.2. From toolbox to text
A Matlab script that converts annotation data stored in Matlab’s autonomous driving toolbox format
into text format for use with other programs.
5.4.3. Merging known images
A Matlab script that takes a subset of ground truth annotation data taken every fourth frame and
merges it into a file that contains all images for a given day.

5.4.4. Merging unknown images
A Matlab script that takes a subset of ground truth annotation data where it is unclear the interval
that frames were used for annotating, and merges it into a file that contains all images for a given
day.

5.4.5. 4th frame splitter
A Matlab script that splits an image folder into a new folder containing only every fourth frame.

5.4.6. Json action list creator and counter
A Matlab script that reads through .JSON files created by the VoTT annotation tool[25] and creates
a list of all the simple action classes as well as counting the occurrence of each class.

5.4.7. Analyse results
A Matlab script that calculates the mean score for all predicted detections as a threshold, as well
as allowing the user to set three additional threshold values. Then creates a tally of all classes
which has scores above each threshold, allowing for a comparison between them. Followed by
mapping the detection bounding boxes and class labels for a selected threshold on top of images
with the ground truth bounding boxes. So that you can make a visual comparison of the predicted
figures.

5.4.8. Label look up
An index of action classes that to be used with other Matlab scripts to identify action classes.
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5.5.Full size PERT Chart
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5.6.Full size Gantt chart
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